8 August 2012
Environment Ministers hid in the smog on the eve of the Olympics
Government failed to forecast a smog episode that turned out to be the worst for six years and
then failed to warn the public even when it was underway
Environment Ministers issued a ‘Press release’ downgrading ‘Air quality’ as a Government
priority as smog worsened. The next day they advised businesses to include ‘Air pollution and
other emissions’ as the first of five environmental ‘Key Performance Indicators’ for companies
‘Clean Air in London’ says: “No other Government in the world would issue a ‘Press release’
announcing it was downgrading ‘Air quality’ as a Government priority on the day it should
have been issuing a ‘Press release’ to warn the public of the worst summer smog for six years”
Mayor’s approach to the Olympic Route Network: is likely to have worsened smog immediately
before the Olympics; has created a ‘ghost town’ for business during the Games; may have
involved the use of pollution suppressants by official air quality monitors; and risks worsening
smog again before the Marathon. The Mayor should have banned the most-polluting diesel
vehicles and ‘encouraged’ less-polluting vehicles to drive into London
Second (lesser) summer smog is possible later this week i.e. shortly before the Marathon
An investigation by ‘Clean Air in London’ (CAL) has found the Government hiding in the smog in
the days before the Olympics. The excellent London Air Quality Network (LAQN) has confirmed it
was the worst summer smog since July 2006 peaking, in London, on Tuesday 24 July, Wednesday 25
July and Thursday 26 July.
CAL’s investigation shows:
i.

the Government failed to predict a ‘High’ smog episode (i.e. 7/10 or greater) and then failed
to warn people even when it was underway
The Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) consistently ‘under-predicted’
air pollution levels in the week before the Olympics. Defra failed to forecast a ‘High’ smog
episode despite CAL warning of a ‘Perfect storm’ and airTEXT and the LAQN reporting
increasingly high actual pollution levels.
CAL’s research shows Ministers issuing ‘Press releases’ and making ‘Media appearances’,
including at the Olympic Park on Thursday 26 July, which failed to mention the ongoing smog
episode.
A ‘Pollution Episode Warning’ (PEW) and an ‘information bulletin’ were posted passively on
Defra’s website at 16:50 GMT on Wednesday 25 July only after an ‘Information threshold’ under
European law had been breached in London. As far as CAL knows, it was the only stakeholder to
spot the PEW before CAL alerted the media to it.
It seems the only active communication by Environment Ministers or the main Defra Twitter feed
(i.e. @DefraGovUK which has some 24,486 followers) during the entire smog episode was to
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retweet a tweet from @DefraUKAir (which has some 199 followers) which stated “Nowcast Fri
1pm: Low air pollution measured across all regions of the UK”. CAL emphasis.
In CAL’s carefully considered opinion, Defra misled the public by giving the impression air
pollution was ‘Low’ (i.e. 1/10 to 3/10) on Friday 27 July when its website was forecasting ‘High’
7/10 ozone for London for the 24 hours up to 15:00 on Friday 27 July and then ‘Moderate’ 4/10
ozone for London for the following 24 hours to 15:00 on Saturday 28 July. Worse, the
Government’s message clashed with excellent articles by the media which were responsibly
alerting the public to the smog.
No ‘Press release’ about smog has been issued by Defra in 2012, including during the recent
summer smog episode, despite Environment Ministers promising in Parliament to do so when the
first [high] ozone episode occurs each year [on its network]. Please see:
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/wrans/?id=2012-04-16b.100484.h
Note: a Freedom of Information request by CAL found that a ‘Press release’ about air pollution
issued by Defra in April 2011 had received more than 17 times the number of webpage views of
an ‘information bulletin’ about air pollution posted in April 2012.
ii.

Ministers announced plans to downgrade ‘Air quality’ as a Government priority as smog
worsened
Environment Ministers issued a ‘Press release’ on 24 July launching a consultation on a new set
of Sustainable Development Indicators (SDIs) for Government that downgraded (wrongly) ‘Air
quality’ from being included in several of 68 existing departmental indicators to a new ‘Tier 2
comprising 25 supplementary indicators’.
The following day, Ministers issued a ‘Press release’ launching a consultation titled ‘Guidance for
Business on Environmental Key Performance Indicators’ that (rightly) identified ‘Air pollution
and other emissions’ as the first of five environmental Key Performance Indicators for companies.
The second ‘Press release’ stated that the aim of the revised guidance is to provide ‘clear advice
to companies on how to measure and report on their environmental performance using
environmental key performance indicators (KPIs); help determine which KPIs are most relevant
to an organisation; and set out the rationale for managing environmental performance using
KPIs’.

In separate but related news, Defra has written to Jenny Jones AM (Green Party), Deputy Chair of the
London Assembly’s Health and Environment Committee, denying the relevance of the air pollution
monitor in Neasden Lane in Brent for legal reporting purposes. That monitor has reported the highest
recorded levels of dangerous airborne particles (PM10) in London in 2011 and so far in 2012.
CAL has produced video evidence confirming the monitor in Neasden Lane in Brent assesses, for all
practical purposes, air pollution where legal limits apply including where children and the vulnerable
have regular access. Please see: http://youtu.be/bdO5-DmbuBI
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Quotes
Simon Birkett, Founder and Director of Clean Air in London, said:
“Regrettably, memories of London in 2012 will include the worst smog since 2006. There have
already been some 200 news items around the world about smog and the London Olympics.
“Ministers most responsible for warning the public of air pollution failed to predict a ‘summer smog’
despite warnings from Clean Air in London and others.
“Worse, Ministers were either asleep on the job or chose not to warn the public about the worst
summer smog since July 2006 on the eve of the Olympics.
“Detailed investigations by Clean Air in London show that Ministers were putting out ‘Press releases’
and making ‘Media appearances’, including at the Olympic Park, which failed to mention the ongoing
smog episode. A ‘Pollution Episode Warning’ (PEW) and an ‘information bulletin’ were posted
passively on the Government’s website only after an ‘Information threshold’ under European law had
been breached in London. As far as CAL knows, it was the only stakeholder to spot the PEW before
CAL alerted the media to it.
“Clean Air in London has also found Ministers setting double standards, proposing during the smog
episode (wrongly) to downgrade ‘Air quality’ as a Government performance indicator while (rightly)
recommending it as the first of five environmental Key Performance Indicators for companies.
“No other Government in the world would issue a ‘Press release’ announcing it was downgrading ‘Air
quality’ as a Government priority on the day it should have been issuing a ‘Press release’ to warn the
public of the worst summer smog for six years.
“Matters have not been helped by the Mayor’s approach to achieving the 30% reduction in
background traffic needed for the Olympic Route Network to operate which:
•
•
•
•

are likely to have worsened the smog before the Opening Ceremony;
created a ‘ghost town’ for business during the Games;
may have involved the use of pollution suppressants by official air quality monitors; and
risk worsening smog again as London heads for a second (lesser) smog episode later this
week.

“The Mayor should have banned the most-polluting diesel vehicles and ‘encouraged’ the lesspolluting 70% of vehicles to drive into London – as CAL has urged since 2008.
“The Mayor should build on his new pledge ‘Improving air quality in London is one of the most
important challenges I face as Mayor’ by acting personally to protect athletes, visitors and Londoners
after the Government has failed to do so.
“It is also time for the Prime Minister to reshuffle ministers and put in place a team that understands
the health impacts of air pollution and takes seriously its duties to protect the public from the biggest
health risk after the smoking.”
ENDS
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Clean Air in London has written to Defra expressing ‘grave concerns’ about its failures to warn the
public about air pollution.
Notes
1. Smog
The excellent London Air Quality Network has confirmed ‘High’ ozone was measured at several
sites in London, Kent and Sussex on Wednesday 25 July, and ‘High’ was again measured at one
site in Sussex on Thursday 26 July.
‘Moderate’ ozone was measured across London, Kent, Essex, Sussex, Surrey and Berkshire.
These were the greatest widespread ground level ozone concentrations measured in south-east
England since the July 2006 heat wave. Please see:
http://www.londonair.org.uk/london/asp/publicepisodes.asp?species=All&region=0&site=&postc
ode=&la_id=&level=All&bulletindate=22%2F07%2F2012&MapType=Google&zoom=9&lat=51
.431751825946115&lon=0.17578125&VenueCode=&bulletin=explanation&episodeID=ozonelatejuly2012
Research for the previous Government estimated a total of between 46 and 212 premature deaths
from ozone and 85 from dangerous airborne particles in London during the summer smog episode
in August 2003. Please see:
http://www.airquality.co.uk/reports/cat09/0401130931_heatwave2003.pdf
A subsequent report estimated that the summer smog episode in July 2006 was likely to have
resulted in a similar or greater number of premature deaths from ozone and a slightly lower
number for dangerous airborne particles in London. Please see:
http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/reports/cat12/0701241100_APF_episode_JunJul06_FINAL_low.pdf
Details about the use of pollution suppressants can be seen at:
http://cleanairinlondon.org/guides/introduction-to-the-pollution-suppressor/
2. Ministers announced plans to downgrade ‘Air quality’ as a Government priority as smog
worsened
Environment Ministers issued a ‘Press release’ on 24 July launching a consultation on a new set
of Sustainable Development Indicators (SDIs) for Government that downgraded (wrongly) ‘Air
quality’ from being included in several of 68 existing departmental indicators to a new ‘Tier 2
comprising 25 supplementary indicators’. Please see:
http://www.defra.gov.uk/news/2012/07/24/sustainable-development-indicators/
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A new ‘Tier 1 comprising 12 headline indicators’ is proposed by Environment Ministers, that
excludes air quality, which are ‘high-level outcome measures and capture priority issues for
making economic, environmental and social progress for this and future generations’.
The following day, Ministers issued a ‘Press release’ launching a consultation titled ‘Guidance for
Business on Environmental Key Performance Indicators’ that (rightly) identified ‘Air pollution
and other emissions’ as the first of five environmental Key Performance Indicators for companies.
http://www.defra.gov.uk/news/2012/07/25/reporting-sustainability-guidance/
The second ‘Press release’ stated that the aim of the revised guidance is to provide ‘clear advice
to companies on how to measure and report on their environmental performance using
environmental key performance indicators (KPIs); help determine which KPIs are most relevant
to an organisation; and set out the rationale for managing environmental performance using
KPIs’.
Annual emissions of oxides of nitrogen, particulate matter and sulphur oxides in tonnes were
identified as outputs to calculate and report. Other emissions included Acid and Organic
Chemicals, Nutrients and organic pollutants, Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and Metal
emissions.
3. Air quality monitoring stations
In related news, Defra has written to Jenny Jones AM (Green Party), Deputy Chair of the London
Assembly’s Health and Environment Committee, denying the relevance of the air pollution
monitor in Neasden Lane in Brent for legal reporting purposes.
Defra’s email to Jenny Jones AM states:
‘…an initial assessment of the Neasden Lane site by Defra indicated that the monitoring site
is located with the boundary of an industrial site…’ ‘…air quality is not assessed at such
locations for the purpose of the Ambient Air Quality Directive.’
The Neasden Lane monitor reported the highest levels of air pollution in London in 2011 (i.e. 77
in 12 months) and so far in 2012 (i.e. 54 in the year to date), far exceeding the 35 Bad Air Day’s
allowed under UK and European law.
http://www.londonair.org.uk/london/asp/publicstats.asp?region=0&site=BT5&la_id=&network=
All&postcode=&MapType=Google&VenueCode=&zoom=9&lat=51.431751825946115&lon=0.17578125&laEdge=
Clean Air in London’s video of the Neasden Lane air pollution monitor can be seen at:
http://youtu.be/bdO5-DmbuBI
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